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Churchill
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Churchill
A Biography
Pan Macmillan From the admiralty to the miner's strike, from the Battle of
Britain to eventual victory over Nazi Germany, Churchill oversaw some of
the most important events the world has ever seen. Winning the Nobel
Prize in Literature for his personal writing and cautioning against a
powerful Soviet Russia in his later years in oﬃce, his larger-than-life and
complex personality has continued to fascinate writers and historians. In
this comprehensive biography, Roy Jenkins faithfully presents these
events, while also managing to convey the contradictions and quirks in
Churchill's character. Weaving together in-depth analysis and brilliant
historical research, Jenkins has succeeded in crafting this magniﬁcent onevolume account packed with insights that only a fellow politician can
convey. Bringing to life the statesman, writer, speaker and leader,
Churchill is packed with insights into one of the most important ﬁgures of
the twentieth century.

The Development of Aid
Cambridge Scholars Publishing Aid to developing countries started well
before World War II, but was undertaken as an ad hoc activity or was
delivered by private organizations. This changed after the War. In his
Inaugural Address in 1949, the American President, Harry Truman,
announced a “bold new programme for making the beneﬁts of our
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scientiﬁc advances and industrial progress available for the improvement
and growth of underdeveloped nations” (the so-called “Point IV” Plan). At
that time it was thought that this support would be needed only for a
limited number of years, comparable to the Marshall Plan assistance to
Europe. But reality proved to be diﬀerent: providing aid was a very longterm aﬀair. Since the Fifties, the aid provided has changed at diﬀerent
occasions. In the beginning, aid concentrated on constructing
infrastructure, such as roads, railways, dams, and harbours, in order to
promote industrial development. In the Sixties, aid to agriculture was
added, and in the Seventies aid to social sectors (Basic Needs) was also
provided. The Eighties brought worldwide debt problems. Major donors
applied structural adjustment policies; some called this the lost decade
(década perdida). The Nineties saw the arrival of the ﬁrst environmental
considerations, and asked for attention for the role of women and good
governance. The form of aid changed from projects to programmes and
budget support. Describing the diﬀerent aid forms of the last 65 years and
analysing why aid changed from time to time are the subjects of this book.
Professionals and students in the area of international cooperation will
beneﬁt from studying this history, as, at this moment, old concepts are
reappearing or applied by new donors like China. Is the pendulum really
swinging back, as Louis Emmerij at one point suggested?

The Anglosphere
A Genealogy of a Racialized Identity
in International Relations
Stanford University Press Focuses on Australia, Britain, Canada, New
Zealand, and the United States.

On a Scale
A Social History of Writing
Assessment in America
Peter Lang Fear and Trembling? Shock and Awe? Which set of statements
best describes the emotions surrounding the assessment of writing ability
in educational settings? This book - the ﬁrst historical study of its kind begins with Harvard University's 1874 requirement that ﬁrst-year student
applicants submit a short composition as part of the admissions process;
the book concludes with the College Board's 2005 requirement for an essay
to be submitted as part of the new SAT(R) Reasoning Test. Intended for
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teachers who must prepare students to submit their writing for formal
assessment, administrators who must make critical decisions based on test
scores, and policy makers who must allocate resources based on
evaluation systems, On a Scale provides a much-needed historical and
conceptual background to questions arising from national attention to
student writing ability.

CHURCHILL
A Study in Greatness
A&C Black "We are all worms. But I do believe I am a glow-worm." -Churchill Winston Churchill's inspiring leadership in the Second World War
once made him above criticism. In recent years his record has come under
attack from revisionists. In Churchill: A Study in Greatness one of Britain's
most distinguished historians rebuts these charges and makes sense of
this extraordinary man and his long controversial, colourful, contradictory
and heroic career. Geoﬀrey Best brings out both his strengths and his
weaknesses, looking past the many received versions of Churchill in a
biography that balances the private and the public man and oﬀers a clear
insight into Churchill's greatness. "We are all worms. But I do believe I am
a glow-worm." --Churchill Winston Churchill's inspiring leadership in the
Second World War once made him above criticism. In recent years his
record has come under attack from revisionists. In Churchill: A Study in
Greatness one of Britain's most distinguished historians rebuts these
charges and makes sense of this extraordinary man and his long
controversial, colourful, contradictory and heroic career. Geoﬀrey Best
brings out both his strengths and his weaknesses, looking past the many
received versions of Churchill in a biography that balances the private and
the public man and oﬀers a clear insight into Churchill's greatness.

Portraits and Miniatures
A&C Black In Portraits and Miniatures, Roy Jenkins brings his penetrating
intelligence and elegant prose to subjects ranging from literature and
political history to wine and croquet. Long experience in both Houses of
Parliament and as President of the European Commission has given him
unparalleled insight into political ﬁgures such as R. A. Butler, Aneurin
Bevan, Konrad Adenauer, and de Gaulle. A varied selection of essays,
Portraits and Miniatures is fascinating, witty, and endlessly entertaining.

The Military's Business
Cambridge University Press Over recent years Western armed forces have
been costing more yet achieving less. Mikkel Vedby Rasmussen draws on
the ideas of business strategy to argue that Western militaries need to
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reform in order to become viable businesses which address relevant
security issues within a realistic budget.

Forty Ways to Look at Winston
Churchill
A Brief Account of a Long Life
Random House Trade Paperbacks An accessible portrait of the legendary
British leader captures the contradictions and complexities of Winston
Churchill as it presents forty contrasting views of the man, his life, his
accomplishments, and his contributions to history. Reprint. 25,000 ﬁrst
printing.

The British Liberal Tradition
From Gladstone to Young Churchill,
Asquith and Lloyd George--is Blair
Their Heir?
University of Toronto Press Lord Jenkins tells the story of the rise and fall
of the British Liberal party under prime ministers Gladstone, Churchill,
Asquith, and Lloyd George and explores the place of current British Prime
Minister Tony Blair in this tradition.

The History of European Integration
A new perspective
Routledge The foundation of the European Union was one of the most
important historical events in the second half of the 20th century. In order
to fully appreciate the modern state of the EU, it is crucial to understand
the history of European integration. This accessible overview diﬀers from
other studies in its focus on the major roles played by both the United
States and European multinational corporations in the development of the
European Union. Chronologically written and drawing on new ﬁndings from
two major archives (the archives of the US State Department and Archive
of European Integration), this book sheds crucial new light on the
integration process. The History of European Integration oﬀers a major
contribution to our understanding of Europe’s postwar history, and will be
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essential reading for any student of postwar European History,
Contemporary History, European Politics and European Studies.

Harold Wilson
The Unprincipled Prime Minister?: A
Reappraisal of Harold Wilson
Biteback Publishing This year marks the centenary of Harold Wilson’s birth,
the ﬁftieth anniversary of his most impressive general election victory and
forty years since his dramatic resignation as Prime Minister. He was one of
the longest-serving premiers of the twentieth century, having won a
staggering four general elections, yet, despite this monumental record, his
place in Labour’s history remains somewhat ambiguous. By the end of his
two periods in power, both the left and right of the party were highly
critical of Wilson - the former regarding him as a traitor to socialism, the
latter as contributing directly to British decline. With contributions from
leading experts in the ﬁelds of political study, and from Wilson’s own
contemporaries, this remarkable new study oﬀers a timely and wideranging reappraisal of one of the giants of twentieth-century politics,
examining the context within which he operated, his approach to
leadership and responses to changing social and economic norms, the
successes and failure of his policies, and how he was viewed by peers from
across the political spectrum. Finally, it examines the overall impact of
Harold Wilson on the development of British politics.

Churchill
OUP Oxford Essays on the policies and motives of Winston Churchill

Continental Drift
Cambridge University Press In the aftermath of the Second World War,
Churchill sought to lead Europe into an integrated union, but just over
seventy years later, Britain is poised to vote on leaving the EU. Benjamin
Grob-Fitzgibbon here recounts the fascinating history of Britain's uneasy
relationship with the European continent since the end of the war. He
shows how British views of the United Kingdom's place within Europe
cannot be understood outside of the context of decolonization, the Cold
War, and the Anglo-American relationship. At the end of the Second World
War, Britons viewed themselves both as the leaders of a great empire and
as the natural centre of Europe. With the decline of the British Empire and
the formation of the European Economic Community, however, Britons
developed a Euroscepticism that was inseparable from a post-imperial
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nostalgia. Britain had evolved from an island of imperial Europeans to one
of post-imperial Eurosceptics.

Churchill and Orwell
The Fight for Freedom
Prelude Books Today, as liberty and truth are increasingly challenged, the
ﬁgures of Churchill and Orwell loom large. Exemplars of Britishness, they
preserved individual freedom and democracy for the world through their
far-sighted vision and inspired action, and cast a long shadow across our
culture and politics. In Churchill & Orwell, the Pulitzer Prize-winning author
Thomas E. Ricks masterfully argues that these extraordinary men are as
important today as they ever were. Churchill and Orwell stood in political
opposition to each other, but were both committed to the preservation of
freedom. However, in the late 1930s they occupied a lonely position:
democracy was much discredited, and authoritarian rulers, fascist and
communist, were everywhere in the ascent. Unlike others, they had the
wisdom to see that the most salient issue was human liberty – and that any
government that denies its people basic rights is a totalitarian menace to
be resisted. Churchill and Orwell proved their age’s necessary men, and
this book reveals how they rose from a precarious position to triumph over
the enemies of freedom. Churchill may have played the larger role in
Hitler’s defeat, but Orwell’s reckoning with the threat of authoritarian rule
in 1984 and Animal Farm deﬁned the stakes of the Cold War and continues
to inspire to this day. Their lives are an eloquent testament to the power of
moral conviction, and to the courage it takes to stay true to it.

International History and
International Relations
Routledge This textbook is designed to provide undergraduate students of
international relations with valuable and relevant historical context. It is
organised thematically around the key issues in international relations
such as war, peace, sovereignty, diplomacy, identity, revolution, political
violence, empire and international organisations.

Churchill and the Bomb in War and
Cold War
Bloomsbury Publishing Covering the development of the atomic bomb
during the Second World War, the origins and early course of the Cold War,
and the advent of the hydrogen bomb in the early 1950s, Churchill and the
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Bomb in War and Cold War explores a still neglected aspect of Winston
Churchill's career – his relationship with and thinking on nuclear weapons.
Kevin Ruane shows how Churchill went from regarding the bomb as a
weapon of war in the struggle with Nazi Germany to viewing it as a weapon
of communist containment (and even punishment) in the early Cold War
before, in the 1950s, advocating and arguably pioneering "mutually
assured destruction†? as the key to preventing the Cold War ﬂaring into a
calamitous nuclear war. While other studies of Churchill have touched on
his evolving views on nuclear weapons, few historians have given this
hugely important issue the kind of dedicated and sustained treatment it
deserves. In Churchill and the Bomb in War and Cold War, however, Kevin
Ruane has undertaken extensive primary research in Britain, the United
States and Europe, and accessed a wide array of secondary literature, in
producing an immensely readable yet detailed, insightful and provocative
account of Churchill's nuclear hopes and fears.

Wealth and Welfare States
Is America a Laggard Or Leader?
Oxford University Press Including education has profound consequences,
undergirding the case for the productivity of welfare state programs and
the explanation for why all rich nations have large welfare states, and
identifying US welfare state leadership. From 1968 through 2006, the
United States swung right politically and lost its lead in education and
opportunity, failed to adopt universal health insurance and experienced
the most rapid explosion of health care costs and economic inequality in
the rich world. The American welfare state faces large challenges.
Restoring its historical lead in education is the most important but requires
investing large sums in education, beginning with universal pre-school and
in complementary programs that aid children's development.

Churchill
A Life
Rosetta Books “A richly textured and deeply moving portrait of greatness”
(Los Angeles Times). In this masterful book, prize-winning historian and
authorized Churchill biographer Martin Gilbert weaves together the
research from his eight-volume biography of the elder statesman into one
single volume, and includes new information unavailable at the time of the
original work’s publication. Spanning Churchill’s youth, education, and
early military career, his journalistic work, and the arc of his political
leadership, Churchill: A Life details the great man’s indelible contribution
to Britain’s foreign policy and internal social reform. With eyewitness
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accounts and interviews with Churchill’s contemporaries, including friends,
family members, and career adversaries, it provides a revealing picture of
the personal life, character, ambition, and drive of one of the world’s most
remarkable leaders. “A full and rounded examination of Churchill’s life,
both in its personal and political aspects . . . Gilbert describes the painful
decade of Churchill’s political exile (1929–1939) and shows how it
strengthened him and prepared him for his role in the ‘hour of supreme
crisis’ as Britain’s wartime leader. A lucid, comprehensive and
authoritative life of the man considered by many to have been the
outstanding public ﬁgure of the 20th century.” —Publishers Weekly “Mr.
Gilbert’s job was to bring alive before his readers a man of extraordinary
genius and scarcely less extraordinary destiny. He has done so
triumphantly.” —The New York Times Book Review

In Time of War
Understanding American Public
Opinion from World War II to Iraq
University of Chicago Press From World War II to the war in Iraq, periods of
international conﬂict seem like unique moments in U.S. political
history—but when it comes to public opinion, they are not. To make this
groundbreaking revelation, In Time of War explodes conventional wisdom
about American reactions to World War II, as well as the more recent
conﬂicts in Korea, Vietnam, the Gulf, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Adam Berinsky
argues that public response to these crises has been shaped less by their
deﬁning characteristics—such as what they cost in lives and
resources—than by the same political interests and group aﬃliations that
inﬂuence our ideas about domestic issues. With the help of World War
II–era survey data that had gone virtually untouched for the past sixty
years, Berinsky begins by disproving the myth of “the good war” that
Americans all fell in line to support after the Japanese bombed Pearl
Harbor. The attack, he reveals, did not signiﬁcantly alter public opinion but
merely punctuated interventionist sentiment that had already risen in
response to the ways that political leaders at home had framed the ﬁghting
abroad. Weaving his ﬁndings into the ﬁrst general theory of the factors
that shape American wartime opinion, Berinsky also sheds new light on our
reactions to other crises. He shows, for example, that our attitudes toward
restricted civil liberties during Vietnam and after 9/11 stemmed from the
same kinds of judgments we make during times of peace. With Iraq and
Afghanistan now competing for attention with urgent issues within the
United States, In Time of War oﬀers a timely reminder of the full extent to
which foreign and domestic politics profoundly inﬂuence—and ultimately
illuminate—each other.
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Churchill
A Study in Failure 1900-1939
Penguin Books

Churchill
Visionary. Statesman. Historian
Yale University Press "Each chapter of this book provides an essential
portrait of Churchill at the height of his powers. In addition to vividly
depicting his relationships with Stalin, Roosevelt, Eisenhower, and other
world leaders, Lukacs reﬂects on Churchill's ability to foresee the coming
of World War II and the Cold War; he weighs Churchill's stature as a
historian looking backward at the conﬂicts of which he was so much a part;
and he examines the often contradictory ways Churchill has been perceived
by critics and admirers alike. The last chapter is a powerful and deeply
moving evocation of the three days Lukacs spent in London attending
Churchill's funeral in 1965, and it oﬀers a ﬁnal assessment of Churchill's
place in history through the prism of the varied individuals who came to
honor him after his death. In Churchill: Visionary. Statesman. Historian.,
Luckacs sets forth the essence of this towering ﬁgure with consummate
mastery."--BOOK JACKET.

Donald J. Trump
A President Like No Other
Simon and Schuster Conrad Black, bestselling author of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt: Champion of Freedom and Richard M. Nixon: A Life in Full, turns
his attention to his "friend" President Donald J. Trump and provides the
most intriguing and signiﬁcant analysis yet of Trump's political rise.
Ambitious in intellectual scope, contrarian in many of its opinions, and
admirably concise, this is surely set to be one of the most provocative
political books you are likely to read this year.

The Ebb and Flow of Global
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Governance
Intergovernmentalism versus
Nongovernmentalism in World
Politics
Cambridge University Press Challenges tradition to show how
developments in international relations repeat themselves; we may soon
experience a return to past trends.

The Abolition of Britain
From Winston Churchill to Theresa
May
Bloomsbury Publishing "How do you tell that a country has died? ... Peter
Hitchens describes and regrets the abolition of Britain. In the years since
Peter Hitchens ﬁrst wrote The Abolition of Britain, he argues, there has
been an acceleration in the decay of society and culture. Fewer people
read; universities have become less and less free; more churches are
closing; language has become more homogenised; the city skyline is
emblematic of the triumph of Mammon; the monarchy is merely hanging on
and immigration is at an unprecedented and unsustainable level, a fact
accepted even by those who ﬁrst welcomed its growth. Hitchens, a former
revolutionary Marxist, is amazed and amused by the way in which the
nominal Conservative Party has now embraced culturally and socially
revolutionary ideas, especially about the family, sexual politics and
education, which he would have thought ambitious in his days as a 1960s
Trotskyist. As he writes, 'my only concern now is to ensure that others, in
some unimaginable future, will be able to ﬁnd at least one voice which will
explain to them how one of the fairest, kindest civilisations ever to have
existed on earth ... should in so short a time have wasted its birthright and
thrown away its gifts'."--Publisher description.

Empires of God
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Religious Encounters in the Early
Modern Atlantic
University of Pennsylvania Press Religion and empire were inseparable
forces in the early modern Atlantic world. Religious passions and conﬂicts
drove much of the expansionist energy of post-Reformation Europe,
providing both a rationale and a practical mode of organizing the dispersal
and resettlement of hundreds of thousands of people from the Old World to
the New World. Exhortations to conquer new peoples were the lingua
franca of Western imperialism, and men like the mystically inclined
Christopher Columbus were genuinely inspired to risk their lives and their
fortunes to bring the gospel to the Americas. And in the thousands of
religious refugees seeking asylum from the vicious wars of religion that
tore the continent apart in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, these
visionary explorers found a ready pool of migrants—English Puritans and
Quakers, French Huguenots, German Moravians, Scots-Irish
Presbyterians—equally willing to risk life and limb for a chance to worship
God in their own way. Focusing on the formative period of European
exploration, settlement, and conquest in the Americas, from roughly 1500
to 1760, Empires of God brings together historians and literary scholars of
the English, French, and Spanish Americas around a common set of
questions: How did religious communities and beliefs create empires, and
how did imperial structures transform New World religions? How did
Europeans and Native Americans make sense of each other's spiritual
systems, and what acts of linguistic and cultural transition did this entail?
What was the role of violence in New World religious encounters?
Together, the essays collected here demonstrate the power of religious
ideas and narratives to create kingdoms both imagined and real.

The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization
The Enduring Alliance
Routledge Continuing to provide a concise approach to this crucial
organization, the second edition of The North Atlantic Treaty Organization:
The Enduring Alliance is fully updated to take in the developments since
2007, with key additions including: Discussion of NATO’s place in a
changing world Consideration of recent operations on the alliance
Evaluation of the impact of the ﬁnancial crisis Reconsideration of the
NATO-EU relationship Discussion of the US pivot to Asia-Paciﬁc and its
impact on NATO The implications for NATO of Russia’s action in Ukraine
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The rise of emerging security challenges, including Islamic State A new
chapter looking to the future of NATO in light of the recent developments
Highlighting the continued importance of NATO in the international arena,
this accessible guide details the origins, institutions, workings and
activities of the organization, as well as contributing valuable insights to
the debate surrounding the future of the alliance.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
The American Presidents Series:
The 32nd President, 1933-1945
Macmillan A masterly work by the New York Times bestselling author of
Churchill and Gladstone A protean ﬁgure and a man of massive
achievement, Franklin Delano Roosevelt was the only man to be elected to
the presidency more than twice. In a ranking of chief executives, no more
than three of his predecessors could truly be placed in contention with his
standing, and of his successors, there are so far none. In acute, stylish
prose, Roy Jenkins tackles all of the nuances and intricacies of FDR's
character. He was a skilled politician with astounding ﬂexibility; he
oversaw an incomparable mobilization of American industrial and military
eﬀort; and, all the while, he aroused great loyalty and dazzled those
around him with his personal charm. Despite several setbacks and one
apparent catastrophe, his life was buoyed by the inﬂuence of Eleanor, who
was not only a wife but an adviser and one of the twentieth century's
greatest political reformers. Nearly complete before Jenkins's death in
January 2003, this volume was ﬁnished by historian Richard Neustadt.

Marlborough
His Life and Times
Soldiering On
British Tommies After the First
World War
The History Press A month after the Armistice, Prime Minister David Lloyd
George promised to make Britain a ‘land ﬁ t for heroes’. At the time, it was
widely believed. Returning soldiers expected decent treatment and
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recognition for what they had done, yet the ﬁ ne words of 1918 were not
matched by actions. The following years saw little change, as a lack of
political will watered down any reform. Beggars in trench coats became a
common sight in British cities. Soldiering On examines how the Lost
Generation adjusted to civilian life; how they coped with physical and
mental disabilities and struggled to ﬁnd jobs or even communicate with
their family. This is the story of men who survived the trenches only to be
ignored when they came home. Using ﬁrst-hand accounts, Adam Powell
traces the lives of veterans from the ﬁrst day of peace to the start of the
Second World War, looking at the many injustices ex-servicemen bore,
while celebrating the heroism they showed in the face of a world too quick
to forget.

Air Force Combat Units of World
War II
DIANE Publishing

A Roving Commission
The Story of My Early Life
Mr. Balfour's Poodle
An Account of the Struggle
Between the House of Lords and
the Government of Mr. Asquith
Timescapes of Waiting
Spaces of Stasis, Delay and
Deferral
BRILL Timescapes of Waiting explores the intersections of temporality and
space by examining various manifestations of spatial (im-)mobility. The
articles approach these spaces perspectives – including such as history,
architecture, law and literary and cultural studies.
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The Churchill Factor
How One Man Made History
Hachette UK As the country navigates a national crisis once again, read
how Britain's Prime Minister was inspired by Winston Churchill. One man
can make all the diﬀerence. Now leader of the UK himself, Boris Johnson
explores what makes up the 'Churchill Factor' - the singular brilliance of
one of the most important leaders of the twentieth century. Taking on the
myths and misconceptions along with the outsized reality, he portrays with characteristic wit and passion - a man of multiple contradictions,
contagious bravery, breath-taking eloquence, matchless strategizing and
deep humanity. Fearless on the battleﬁeld, Churchill had to be ordered by
the King to stay out of action on D-Day; he embraced large-scale strategic
bombing, yet hated the destruction of war and scorned politicians who had
not experienced its horrors. He was a celebrated journalist, a great orator
and won the Nobel Prize for Literature. He was famous for his ability to
combine wining and dining with many late nights of crucial wartime
decision-making. His open-mindedness made him a pioneer in healthcare,
education and social welfare, though he remained incorrigibly politically
incorrect. As Prime Minister Boris Johnson says, 'Churchill is the resounding
human rebuttal to all who think history is the story of vast and impersonal
economic forces'. Published in association with Churchill Heritage, The
Churchill Factor is essential reading for anyone who wants to know what
makes a great leader in a time of crisis.

A Short History of England
The Glorious Story of a Rowdy
Nation
Hachette UK The heroes and villains, triumphs and disasters of English
history are instantly familiar -- from the Norman Conquest to Henry VIII,
Queen Victoria to the two World Wars. But to understand their full
signiﬁcance we need to know the whole story. A Short History of England
sheds new light on all the key individuals and events in English history by
bringing them together in an enlightening account of the country's birth,
rise to global prominence, and then partial eclipse. Written with ﬂair and
authority by Guardian columnist and London Times former editor Simon
Jenkins, this is the deﬁnitive narrative of how today's England came to be.
Concise but comprehensive, with more than a hundred color illustrations,
this beautiful single-volume history will be the standard work for years to
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come.

A Life at the Centre
Politico's Publishing Roy Jenkins led a life of variety and drama, from
enigma ciphers in the war, to the chancellorship of Oxford and the
exchequer, as well as putting a liberalising stamp on the 1960s as a
reforming home secretary. This work oﬀers the story of a man who
combined a social and literary milieu with a political panache.

Churchill and Ireland
Oxford University Press In the ﬁfty years since Churchill's death, there has
not been a single major book on his relationship to Ireland. It is the most
neglected part of his legacy on both sides of the Irish Sea. Distinguished
historian of Ireland Paul Bew now at long last puts this right. Churchill and
Ireland tells the full story of Churchill's lifelong engagement with Ireland
and the Irish, from his early years as a child in Dublin, through his
centralrole in the Home Rule crisis of 1912-14 and in the war leading up to
the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1922, to his bitter disappointment at Irish
neutrality in the Second World War and gradual rapprochement with hisold
enemy Eamon de Valera towards the end of his life.

Wole Soyinka: Literature, Activism,
and African Transformation
Bloomsbury Publishing USA This timely and expansive biography of Wole
Soyinka, the Nigerian writer, Nobel laureate, and social activist, shows how
the author's early years inﬂuence his life's work and how his writing, in
turn, informs his political engagement. Three sections spanning his life,
major texts, and place in history, connect Soyinka's legacy with global
issues beyond the borders of his own country, and indeed beyond the
African continent. Covering his encounters with the widespread rise of
kleptocratic rule and international corporate corruption, his reﬂection on
the human condition of the North-South divide, and the consequences of
postcolonialism, this comprehensive biography locates Wole Soyinka as a
global ﬁgure whose life and works have made him a subject of
conversation in the public sphere, as well as one of Africa's most
successful and popular authors. Looking at the diﬀerent forms of Soyinka's
work--plays, novels, and memoirs, among others--this volume argues that
Soyinka used writing to inform, mobilize, and sometimes incite civil action,
in a decades-long attempt at literary social engineering.
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Victor and Evie
British Aristocrats in Wartime
Rideau Hall
McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP In the middle of the Great War, Victor
Cavendish, the ninth Duke of Devonshire, and his wife Lady Evelyn landed
in Halifax in November 1916 so he could serve as the governor general of
Canada. Throughout the diﬃcult years of the First World War and its
aftermath, the new governor general travelled extensively, oversaw policy,
presided over Canada’s rejection of the British honours system, and walked
a ﬁne line between the colonial authorities and Canada’s desire for greater
independence. Meanwhile, the duchess managed their home at Rideau Hall
and fretted over propriety between her daughters and the young male staﬀ
who lived with them. In Victor and Evie, Dorothy Anne Phillips provides an
intimate portrait of a family at the centre of Canadian social and political
life. Utilizing letters released in 2005, the correspondence of an aide-decamp, the duke’s diary, and other primary documents, Phillips constructs a
detailed inquiry into the family’s relationships with each other and with the
prominent people they met. This volume details their reactions to a
number of dramatic events, including the conscription crisis, the Halifax
Explosion, the inﬂuenza epidemic, the Winnipeg General Strike, the Prince
of Wales’s tour across Canada, and the courtship of their daughter Dorothy
by the young Harold Macmillan, the future British prime minister. An
engaging account of politics, travel, love, and tragedy, Victor and Evie
presents the life of a governor general and his family during a pivotal
moment in early twentieth-century Canada.
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